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ft ère are others to whom the Old Testament is one of the greatest literary

treasures of the world. A book of supreme literary values, but that is

a1l4
There are still others who read the Old Testament and read about

the experiences which those people had in ancinet times and think (6

cast aside other features as of no interest for us today. It is a book

from which they can select certain things that are of value, just as they

can from one of an one of many other books. That is the1r idea of the
Jhen

Old Testament here are the modern Jews to whom the Old Testament is
book of wonderful words

a which they read in the Original iHebrew in their synogogue
from

and even if they don't understand them, they get a blessing at $1 hearing
I fear

those sounds. /Many of ou.r.churches have the same attitude of (61)

it
s,a

book of Law,, that exeat

prescriptions as to how they should
live2

and that is all. But none of

th describe the attitude which the Lord Jesus Christ took oward the

Old Testament in these words. "Oh fools and slow of heart to believe all

that the prophets have spoken Ought not Christ to have suffered these

things and to endter into his glory." He said, it is there in the Old

Testament. You haven't seen it, but you should have seen it. It is there

you should believe all that the prophets have spoken. It s formed to

your attitude in life. People don't see this in the Old Testament.

They are not looking for it but it is there. And you, if you have the

right attitude should be looking and studying and believing all that

the prophets have spoken. What then is o4,i'/ the attitude of our Lord

to the Old Testament? His attitude I think is very clear in these words.

The Old Testament is a revelation. It is a amessage which God has given

use It is a message of facts, which God has given us. It is a message

which contains much more than may appear upon the surface. And if we want

to know about eternal things, it is necessary that we dig into these things.

That we examine them carefully. That we study into them and we see that

wh ch is not obvious there. In other words, we should have the scientific
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